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Introduction

Many studies have investigated the impact of such Arctic
sea ice decline on the Northern mid-latitude climate –
obviously we want to know what the Arctic sea ice decline
means for us

Already in the 1970s to the 1990s Arctic sea ice removal
experiments have been performed

While some response features have been well established
there is lively discussion and controversy over some
features owing to the strong internal variability of Arctic
and mid-latitude weather and climate



Workshops

Barcelona 2014
Recommendations
from the workshop
(Jung	et	al.,	2015):

Improved process
understanding

Weather and climate
forecasting (synergies)

Coordinated model
Experiments

EU	project APPLICATE	
based on	these ideas

Year	Of Polar	Prediction (YOPP)
Multidisciplinary drifting Observatory	for the Study	of Arctic Climate (MOSAiC)



Year	of Polar	Prediction (YOPP)



Multidisciplinary drifting Observatory	for the Study	of Arctic
Climate (MOSAiC)



APPLICATE
Advanced	Prediction	in	Polar	Regions	and	Beyond

This	project	has	received	funding	from	the	European	Union’s	Horizon	
2020	research	and	innovation	programme under	grant	agreement	No	
727862.



Delivering	enhanced	predictions
Enhance models—The	example of increased resolution

Resolution	(km)	



Strategy
Understand Arctic-midlatitude linkages

ØCoordinated multi-model	approach (CMIP6-PAMIP)
ØEmploy atmosphere-only and coupled models
ØStudy	linkages also	from a	short-term	prediction perspective
ØRepeat	some of the experiments with enhanced models



Workshops

Washington, D.C. 2017
Recommendations
from the workshop
(Cohen	et	al.,	2018):

Synthesis	of available
observations

Use paleo data

Coordinated model
experiments (using
the full range of models:
conceptual to full earth
system)

PAMIP	within CMIP6



PAMIP	workshop Totnes (2019)

First PAMIP workshop held close to Exeter, UK to exchange
first results of the coordinated model experiments

Outcome: groups of scientists established who work on 
multi-model analysis of specific aspects

Series of papers planned on this basis



Early	report:	Warshaw and Rapp	(1972)

Report	based on	findings
of a	two-level	global
circulation model



Early	papers:	Newson (1973),	Royer et	al.	(1990)



Early	papers:	Royer et	al.,	1990

Sea ice removal experiment with low resolution T42 
atmospheric global model



Deser et	al.,	2010

Started to think about more
real-world set-ups instead of
complete removal of Arctic
sea ice



Semmler	et	al.,	2012

Fig.	9
Difference in	1st	percentiles of
daily mean 2	m	temperature (°C)
in	winter 1960-2000	over the
Arctic and the Northern	mid-
latitudes a	ice-reduced minus
reference experiment and b
ice-free minus	reference
experiment.	c,	d	same	as a,	b	but
for 50th	percentiles

Started to think about more
real-world set-ups instead of
complete removal of Arctic
sea ice



Atmospheric nudging /	relaxation

Jung et al. 2014

Idea: 

Control experiments: free global atmospheric forecasts
(medium-range to seasonal)

Sensitivity experiments: relax / nudge the atmosphere to
observed state in a certain area (for example the Arctic
and for comparative purposes mid-latitudes or tropics)

Large ensembles can be performed

Could be also done for coupled models



Atmospheric nudging /	relaxation

Started to think about
alternative	techniques
to tackle the question
of Arctic – mid-latitude
linkages

Possible to study relative
influence from other
regions

Up to now:	atmosphere-
only experiments;	next
slides:	coupled experiments

Jung	et	al.,	2014



Importance of coupling

Deser et al., 2016

Stronger response both with
slab ocean model (SOM)	and
full ocean model (FOM)	
compared to no ocean model
(NOM)

„Mini	global	warming“



Recent paper:	Screen	et	al.	(2018)

Synthesis
of results
from long
coupled
experiments

Good news:	
general
agreement on	
zonal	mean
zonal	wind



Regional	4*CO2	approach

Stücker et al., 2018 / Semmler et al., 2019 (in review)

Idea: 

Control experiments: free coupled simulations with
constant baseline CO2 concentrations

Sensitivity experiments: branching off from control
experiments and suddenly increase CO2 to 4*CO2 in a 
certain area (for example the Arctic and for comparative
purposes mid-latitudes or tropics)



Heat uptake and transport

Stücker et al. (2018) regional 4*CO2 simulations



Waviness of the jet stream
Sinuosity	Northern	Hemisphere

Cattiaux et	al.,	GRL	(2016)

SI = length of isohypse / length of 50°N latitude circle
The chosen isohypse is the area average of Z500 over 30 to 70°N



Waviness of the jet stream

Francis 2017



Waviness of the jet stream

However, PAMIP results with AWI-CM (and other models?) 
do not show increased waviness



Waviness of the jet stream

Neither the regional 4*CO2 experiments

Eastern	continental
cooling without
increased waviness
but	with robust	
weakening of the
westerly flow.

Alone the decreased
westerly flow seems
to be sufficient to
cause this slight
cooling

Semmler	et	al.,	
2019;	in	review



Stratosphere – troposphere coupling

Kretschmer et al., 2016



Stratosphere – troposphere coupling

De et al., 2019
High-top models from CMIP5 pre-industrial simulations show
robust response to Barents-Sea / Kara-Sea ice variability



Stratosphere – troposphere coupling

Romanowsky
et al., 2019
Implementation 
of interactive
stratospheric
ozone chemistry
helps to
realistically
simulate
stratospheric
response to
Arctic sea ice
loss and
downward
propagation

Time-height cross
sections of
climatological
mean temperature
differences (K)	
from 65°N	to 90°N	
(LICE	minus	HICE)



Atmosphere driving the ice

Blackport et al., 2019 



Atmosphere driving the ice

Comment by Fyfe, 2019:
• „This brings the case to an end! Midlatitude cooling in	

winter is not	caused by Arctic sea ice loss.	Rather,	it is a	side
effect of regional	circulation changes that precede and then
simultaneously drive Arctic sea ice loss and midlatitude cooling.“ 



Atmosphere driving the ice

Based on	
reanalysis and
model data.	

Improved
process
understanding
necessary.

Use Arctic
observations!	



Questions

Some robust	features from model simulations (weakening of
westerlies,	increase of Z500	over the Arctic …),	but:

Observed increase in	frequency of cold extremes	in	winter
(e.g.	Vihma et	al.,	2019)	and hot extremes	in	summer in	mid-
latitudes (e.g.	Coumou et	al.,	2018)

Nothing to do	with Arctic sea ice decline?

Part	of decadal to multi-decadal variability?

Caused by circulation changes outside	the Arctic?

Are	we missing important processes in	models /	
reanalyses?


